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Abstract. J. Schmidhuber proposes a "theory of fun & intrinsic motivation &
creativity" that he has developed over the last two decades. This theory is
precise enough to allow the programming of artificial agents exhibiting the
requested behaviors. Schmidhuber's theory relies on an explicit 'internal joy
drive' implemented by an 'information compression indicator'. In this paper, we
show that this indicator is not necessary as soon as the 'brain' implementation
involves associative memories, i.e., hierarchical cortical maps. The
'compression factor' is replaced by the 'smallest common activation pattern' in
our framework, with the advantage of an immediate and plausible neural
implementation. Our conclusion states that the 'internal joy' is an illusion. This
remind us of the eliminative materialism position which claims that 'free-will' is
also an illusion.
Keywords: theory of neural cognition, internal joy drive, motivation,
consciousness, cortical maps, unsupervised learning, associative memories.

1 Introduction
J. Schmidhuber build his "theory of fun & intrinsic motivation & creativity" [1] on the
maximization of an 'internal joy' that drives a reinforcement learning process. He
proposes an operational description of it, a necessary step in order to provide an
artifact with fun, motivation and creativity. The intrinsic reward is computed as the
compression progress expressed as the number of saved bits [2]. A number of systems
have been build following this recommendation, which exhibit the desired creativity
behavior [3].
We have to be aware that, as soon as something such as 'intrinsic motivation' is
defined, reinforcement learning becomes de facto the unique valid candidate for the
learning process. Reinforcement learning is certainly a very efficient way to acquire
behaviors [4,5], but it is not the only one. Supervised learning and self-organization
do exist. They are not considered as valid candidates for the learning of 'creativity'
behaviors because:
- in the case of supervised learning, its 'supervision' would limit the freedom that we
think is necessarily involved by 'creativity',
- in the case of self-organization, its (self-)'organization' only allows to represent
the data, and therefore (again) lacks the ability or freedom involved in 'creativity'.
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Both opinions are misplaced. There is no link between the learning process and the
ability to escape the learned knowledge. 'Generalization' is the ability to process
correctly new unknown inputs (following the 'rules' extracted from previously learned
knowledge). The generalization quality depends only on the learning samples (not the
learning process) AND the implementation.
It is our goal to show here that the 'generalization' associated to a hierarchical
cortical maps implementation is able to create any behavior involving 'intrinsic
motivation'. If successful, our demonstration will also state that any learning (not only
reinforcement learning) may contribute to 'creativity' behaviors, and that 'intrinsic
motivation', also referred sometimes as 'internal joy', is an illusion.

2 Cortex Organization
The cortex is a hierarchy of cortical maps, each cortical map acting as a selforganizing associative memory that preserves the topology and distribution of the
input data [6]. Each cortical map acts as a novelty filter, and stops any known
situation (or part of situation). Only new unknown situation (or part of it) is allowed
to proceed along the hierarchy towards maps of higher level of abstraction (Fig. 1).
Behaviors are automatically generated through the cooperation of pairs of cortical
maps.
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Fig. 1. The cortex is organized as a hierarchy of cortical maps, from the primary cortex
receiving sensory inputs, to the secondary cortex allowing for inputs fusion, to the associative
cortex where map encoding is sensory modality independent. The cortical maps are novelty
filters: as the information progresses in the hierarchy, it is stopped as soon as it is recognized.
only uncommon (extra-ordinary) situations (for a given individual) reach the 'abstract' levels
that account for the 'goals'.

2.1 Behaviors are Goal-Directed
A behavior is a sequence of actions that can be related to the same goal. The goal is a
specific situation, which will end the behavior as soon as it is reached, after what a
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new behavior starts (with a new goal). During a given behavior, each action is chosen
in order to reduce the distance between the present situation and the goal-situation.
Within our framework, a situation is not a x-y-z vector coding for a given location
in the real world, but a vector in the cortical maps space. The cortex is build of several
hundreds cortical maps, each one devoted to a specific category of information. The
cortical maps pattern of activations at any given time is representative of the input
(i.e., experienced) situation combined with the memorized lifelong experience
encoded in the synapses. A goal (situation) is therefore a multidimensional vector
sharing similarities with the experienced situation.
2.2 Coordination of Pairs of Cortical Maps
The work described in [7] explains how two associative memories (cortical maps)
cooperate in order to produce goal-directed behaviors (Fig. 2). To resume (on map 1),
a cluster of activity - labeled 'goal' - is defined by some external (or internal) inputs.
On the same map, the experienced current situation is represented by the fact that it
activates a particular cluster of cortical columns. If there is a difference between both
activities, then both activities (experienced situation and goal) will help activate
cortical columns neighbors of the experienced situation. These neighbors columns
encode for a situation that is close, but nevertheless different, from the current one.
The difference between the two (neighbor) activities selects cortical columns on
associated cortical maps (map 2). These cortical columns have memorized the actions
associated to any variation of activity (of map 1). This action is done in the real
world, and put the agent in a new situation (that should be closer to the goal), and
everything starts again.
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Situation map (1)
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Fig. 2. Two cortical maps cooperate in order to generate a sequence of actions (i.e., a behavior)
in response to experienced situations. Each intersection represents a cortical column. The
topology of the input situation space is preserved by the first cortical map (1). Therefore, the
situation neighbor to the input situation and closer to the goal situation (a) is an intermediate
situation in the process devoted to reach this 'goal'. The variation of activity between
experienced and intermediate situations (b) serves as input to the second map (2), where it
activates the muscle command (action) associated (c) to this variation of situations.
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3 Illusions
The definition of an illusion that is of interest here is "a misinterpretation of a true
sensation". We claim that the 'internal joy drive' and 'intrinsic joy' are both
misinterpretations.
3.1 The Illusion of 'Joy Driven' Behaviors
When a behavior's goal is not seen or perceived or understood by the observer (who
can be the individual himself), then the behavior is said to be 'driven by joy'. Why
'joy'? Just because it is easier to believe that the individual is looking for, or
responding to, something pleasant when behaving - instead of the opposite (searching
for bad things). Using the information provided in section 2, we claim that any
behavior is 'goal driven' and that the 'internal progress' is in fact a 'distance-to-goal
progress'. As long as there is a discrepancy between the goal and the experienced
situation locations on the cortical map(s), the behavior will occur.
3.2 The Illusion of 'Internal Joy'
If we assume that 'joy driven' behaviors are just 'goal driven' behaviors whose goals
are non explicit (to a human observer), then it follows that we must get better
acquainted with these goals. Moreover, since they are related to 'joy', it is of
tremendous importance for our well-being to know more about them.
First things first: how are the goals defined and selected? Cortical maps are
associative memories (i.e., content addressable memories). Hebbian learning induces
the storage of the activity patterns generated by the (lifelong) experienced situations.
The number of samples required to (self-)organize a map is several times the number
of cortical columns of the map. Therefore, only the most represented situations
(among the samples) are going to be memorized. For each subset of situations, the
memorized information is the most redundant one, i.e., the most shared cortical
column activities: the 'smallest common activation pattern'.
Next thing on the list: how does a 'joy driven' behavior start? Let's imagine that the
individual is in a situation where there is no explicit 'goal'. There is nevertheless a
situation to experience (even if it is sensory deprivation). This experienced situation
will activate a representation of it by activating (some) cortical columns on some
cortical maps. This activity acts as a probe of the associative memories and will
sooner or later activate an already stored activity pattern: a 'goal'. Now, the system
(i.e., the cortex) is faced with two different patterns of activity: one representing the
experienced situation and one the 'goal'. A behavior will emerge.
It may happened from time to time that the experienced novel situation matches
exactly an already memorized - but still never experienced (otherwise it would have
been stopped shortly after the primary or secondary cortex) - pattern of activity
(Fig. 3). In this case, the neural pattern of activity is minimum, which allows for a
much better memorization of the event (in the episodic memory). Minimum activity
means that the number of cortical columns involved is minimum - but their electric
activity is maximum! It follows that this particular event will become easily
remembered and may often serve as a goal (i.e., an attractor situation) in the following
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life of the individual. Less neural activity will be required to activate this particular
representation. Immediate recognition and better memorization: all the ingredients of
a very meaningful experience that could be named 'joy' or 'beauty'.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Columns activity (black triangles) associated to an experienced extra-ordinary
situation, that quickly resume in an activity (b) involving less columns (each one exhibiting
stronger activity, i.e., bigger triangles). The pattern (a) is dependent on the life-long learning. It
contains in essence the pattern (b). The memorization and future activation of pattern (b) is
much easier than was pattern (a) activation. The quick transition from (a) to (b) is certainly an
unique experience, that an observer may called 'joy' .

4 Discussion and Conclusion
We must point out the similarities between Schmidhuber's compression index and the
'smallest common activation pattern'. Both consider that the size of the representation
of information by the brain is the important factor. Both also acknowledge the fact
that as soon as there is no more any variation of this 'factor', then the behavior stops.
Looking at the biological plausibility of each proposal, a compression index needs
to be computed and therefore requires resources. On the opposite, there is no
computational resource required in our proposal. Last but not least, our proposal
allows for any learning (supervised, reinforcement and seal-organization) to occur,
not only reinforcement learning.
'Curiosity' and 'boredom' are not equivalent to 'internal joy' even if they can be
implemented using a reinforcement signal computed by the difference between the
expected situation and the experienced situation [8]. To us, the discrepancy between
expected and experienced situations is the root cause of the attentional processes, with
the involvement of more and more higher (or abstract) cortical maps as the
discrepancy hold [9]. In our view of the attentional processes, there is no need for a
reinforcement signal computed elsewhere to achieve 'attention', and therefore also
'curiosity' and 'boredom'.
The goal situations should be considered as attraction basins since they act in
twisting the behavior of the individual towards specific representations (the attractive
ones). A naive observer will see an individual whose behaviors tend to favor, even
research, some specific situations. It follows that 'internal joy' is only a side-effect of
the brain learning and memory processes. These explanations define 'internal joy' as
an illusion, as it is also the case of 'consciousness' and 'intelligence' in the eliminative
materialism paradigm.
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